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WHITE HOUSETHE

September 6, 1977

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

FROM: STU EIZENSTAT ~~
BOB LIPSHUTZ r2}}-Q

SUBJECT: Bakke \

Attached are our comments on the Bakke brief. We conclude
that substantial revisions are necessary. In particular,
the brief should:

1) strongly endorse affirmative action;

2) clearly differentiate affirmative action from
quotas; and

3) request that the Supreme Court remand the case
to gather the facts necessary to determine whether
the University of California's program actually
operates as a rigid quota.

Remanding the case is the least controversial way of dealing
with it. Remand is appropriate since the evidence is vague
on a number of key issues. Justice agrees that the factual
record is poor but apparently feels that remand would be
unfair to Bakke, since the University bears much of the
responsibility for the sorry state of the record. We believe,
however, that--from the perspective of the United States--
th(! issue is too critical to be decided in the absence of
knowledge of all relevant facts.

If yo~ agree with our recornmerid at:ions, we believe it would
ma~e sense for us to sit down with the Justice lawyers who
will actually be doing the rewriting and explain our concerns
to them. In any event, we should certainly haNe an opportunity
to review the brief after it has been revised and before it
is filed.

Evr.n if it is dec ided not to request a r e.aand , we would hope
thct t~~ other s~bst~lltivc suggc~ticns in this mcmor~~Ju~
aro seriously consi.dered.
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

September 6, 1977

MEMORANDUM FOR THE

FRO;\f: S'l'U
BOB

PRESIDENT

EIZENSl'A'f Sr
LIPSHUTZ /4 r
Bakke Bri~tSUB,JECT: The

The brief which the government files in the Bakke case will
not simply be a legal document. Rather, it will be seen as
a ~tatement of this Administration's policy on an issue--
affirmative action--which is an integral part of large numbers
of Federal programs. Our position should be set forth as
clearly as possible.

Your policy in this area is and has been that you vigorously
s~ort affirmative a.cti.£nas a necessary tool in the effort
to overcome the legacy of di scri.nrinat i.on, but that vou oppose
rigid guots.s. The brief should sav that. It should also-
specifically identify and support the several government pro-
grams which enforce affirmative action requirements. The brief
should then describe as clearly as possible the difference
between acceptable affirmative action devices, such as go&ls,
and impermissible quotas. Finally, the brief must consider
the principles developed in light of the particular facts of
this case.

The balance of this memo outlines the general problems we see
in Justice's brief, as well as a section-by-section analysis
which is somewhat more specific. If the Administration's
position on this important and controversial issue is to be
set forth in an accurate and comprehensible fashion, the brief
should ~e rewritten.

I. PROBLEMS WITH THE BRIEF

A. Lack of Comru i t.mcnt to Af f i.rma t i ve Action
. .-

The brief, as now written, does not c Le.arLy express this
Adm ini stra t ion 's f i.rm commitment to a f fi rmat ive action. Such a
s t.a t cmen t of cormr.itmou t is needed for Lo t.h }ec.la.l and political
r ea~~~(Ill ~ • rTil C~ 1)~:.1. to: r I l-lC'\'I~<~~\it..:lL t ~i i-)i~il::' [1r s i 1'1tc r n.iJ.1 j" CC)~1J~-,l~::-i.c!.ic t.o r y
on tl.i.~:; point; v.'h·;J(~ the t orrc of sorne s oc ti on s .i s s uppor t i.vo of

aff i.r ma ti ve ac r.i.on , t.h.- tone' of. o t.hc.r s could be' ~.;ccn Cl:,; di s t i.nc t.Ly
'11'.l-:1" c nd Lv '··0 <::"1 '1, ')J-'·"·11··"·)···\. 1. ,J., 1.ll...~ .l....1 l. ....)l. l._,.j. f. ~v., ,:.. ~,~1••• J •.
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In a fundamental sense the brief is, in its own word,
too "dispassionate." There should be more consistent advocacy
of this Administration's policy and programs.

B. Failure Clearly to Identify the Characteristics of
Permissible Affirmative Action Programs

The brief does not clearly articulate the distinction
between affirmative action and quotas. It determines that the
University of California's program is impermissible, but it
doe3 not explain why. The result is that the brief offers
little or no guidance to universities or others sincerely
wishing to employ principles of affirmative action in a consti-
tutional manner.

There is no bright line separating quotas from affirmative
action, but we ha~e a responsibility to capture the distinction
as clearly as possible. The difference can be drawn in the
following terms:

Affirmative Action

The ~urpose of affirmative action programs is to assist
our society in overcoming the effects of discrimination.
Because of discrimination--which was overt until the recent
past and often exists today in subtler forms--it is often
necessary to-~

1) .recruit minority or female candidates for university
admissions (or jobs) in an affirmative manner; L

2) evaluate the potential of minority applicants in
a sensitive fashion, realizing that a black with less
impressive paper credentials may in fact have as much
potential as a more highly credentialed white; and

3) decide consciously to select some minorities from
among those applicants having roughly comparable potential.
Here it is appropriate--as in most otller human endeavor--
to set realistic goals toward which to strive.

l'v'ithin this basic framework aff irma t ive action programs
are f Lexi.bLe , and they pay close. att.cn t.i.onto qualif .i.caLions.
\vhile the qua Li f icat ionu of minority applicants arc evaluated
with special sensitivity, they are viewed ill the context of the
overall applicant pool. Thc potenti.al of the lowest ranking
mino ri Li os accepted shouLd De rouqh.ly cornpa r o bl.e to t.h., t: of the
Lowesi: rank i.nq v.hi t.e s . I f there! aro not su f f icien t qun Lif .iod
minor ..ty app Li.cant.s thc ~f(nl is simply not. mct , and no pcn,::dties
arc inposcd.
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The ultimate objective of affirmative action p~ograms is
no1: proportional representation of certain groups in various
professions. Rather the aim of such programs is to hasten the
day when they are no longer needed--when the vestiges of dis-
crimination have been eliminated and men and women of all races
can compete freely and fairly in an atmosphere where no one is
concerned with race or sex.

Quotas

Unlike affirmative action programs, quotas are rigid. They
do not respect qualifications. Minority applicants with markedly
less potential than the lowest ranking whites will be accepted
simply to meet a quota. The long range objective of quotas is
to insure proportional representation of various groups in
universities, professions, etc. In short, quotas--unlike goals--
have no sunset provision.

Implications for Brief

The distinctions between affirmative action programs and
quotas are not always easy to apply, but they exist and should
be articulated in the brief. In"addition to lack of clari~j,
moreover, even where it is most lucid the brief is too narrow.
It correctly argues that an applicant's race may be taken into
account in evaluating his or her potential, but it strongly
implies that this is the only legitimate use of race. In fact,
as noted above, affirmative action prog~ams also consciously
consider race to insure that some minorities are indeed selected
from among applicants having comparable potential. The brief
should recognize and support both uses of race in the selection
process.

C. Lawfulness of the University's Program: Possibility
of RecoTl!-mencling REMAND

The narrow issue in this case is whether the University's
special admissions program operated in a constitutional manner.
The I)rief concludes that it did not. Here it equivocates, how-
ever, stating that the program might be found permissible if
the facts were clearer. (At p. 86, the brief says that the
Supreme Court should not exclude "the possibility that a similar
proqiam , or indeed the t-lcdicalSchool's own program, could be
aus t.e i ned on an adequate record.")

We agr~e that the facts arc poorly developed in the lower
court record, as the brief itself .i nd icat.c s in s cvcraL ot.ho r
places. For that reason, it would l~L't::C ~;cnsc t.o recruest that
t 11C~ Co U 1-t: Hi,1Len 0 .f:i. 11dinq oiol- t:J;-,:~o-C()i1!~t."olt l\:l: J ()l1-i-i°rrC;:;--C)-1:-°CYi:rs-----""

._.~ __ ,_.~_ •• __ ~_. __ • ..,_.~_. • • ._ ...;'. • .• _ .. _ •• •..•• __ • ~_~_."._." •• ~.~-. ..• __ •. _. o!.. __ •.. ••.••_._. ._ •• w
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particular program but instead remand the case for further
factual development. Requesting a remand is the simplest
and least explosive way to deal with the lawfulness of the
University's program; it is also a responsible legal position.

Briefly, there are several areas of disputed facts.
First, the University has contended that its program was in
fact open to disadvantaged'applicants of all races. If true
there may not be a legal infirmity, since a court would likely
find no constitutional problem with creating a special program
for disadvantaged applicants generally.

Even if, as seems likely, the program was aimed specifi-
cally at minorities, other crucial pieces of evidence are
missing:

1) How did the program operate in fact? Was this a
rigid quota, in which 16 minorities were selected regard-
less of how their qualifications compared with those of
white applicants? Or did the University set a goal of
16 minorities which it earn~3tly tried to meet, assuming
it could find candidates whose qualifications roughly
compared at least to the lower ranking whites admitted?
While the record suggests that the program was overly
rigid, it is not clear on this critical issue. On one
occasion, for example, the University had accepted 16
minority applicants but one declined. Instead of filling
the vacancy with another minority applicant--and there were
minorities on the waiting list for the special program--
it apparently selected a white. (See footnote at p. 7.)
Hence there may have in fact been more flexibility and
concern for qualifications in the program than appears at
first blush.

2) Was it rational for the University to set a target
~f 16 percent? If, given the size of the likely pool of
minority applicants, that figure is unrealistically high,
then the school may have had to blink at qualifications
in order to meet it. There is, however, no evidence on
how this figure was selected.

Given the sorry state of the record developed by the parties
to the suit, we should not. ask the Court to declare t~wUniver-
sit~·'s progrnm unconstitutional. Inste~d the bri2f shouJ.d out-
Li.nc th.:: govern ing p ri.n cipLcs , e xpLui n t.ha t, t.h« rcco)~d is not
suff I c i.cnt.Ly cLc ar tc.' Fc;~rnit 0. rca soncd ap!:lir:ation at t.hoso
pr i.r ci p Los I cU'"i request tha t, t.ho cu s e bo remanded for f uLl.e r
f ac t ua I d(~vclopl'1('nt:. l.r it: j;3 do t.c r mi.ne d i.hat; the University
in 1.:.\r:L u tiLii.c d .1 ri qi d r aci a l quota, t ho n the: p r oqr'cnn should
be c:ccLar od unconc; t .i t.ut .i.on aL,
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D. Tone of the Brief

The brief as now written is replete with problems of tone.
Certain phrases such as "race conscious," while terms of art,
could be ~isunderstood by the public and the media and would be
better replaced by a phrase such as "minority sensitivell (with
minority defined to include blacks, Hispanics, and Asian Ameri-
cans). In addition to problems of phrasing, however, certain
sections of the brief are simply insensitive--even offensive--
and if taken .out of context would be damaging. Examples of
such passages, which should be modified or deleted, are found
below in the section-by-section analysis of the brief.

II. SECTION-BY-SECTION ANALYSIS

As is customary, the brief begins with a short statement of the
issues presented, then outlines the interest of the government,
states the facts in the case and summarizes the opinions of the
lower courts. Finally, the lengthiest portion is devoted to the
argument.

A. Issues Presented

While later stating (p. 24) that the case cannot properly
be reduced to the question of whether race may be taken into
account in making admissions decisions, it appears from the
statement of questions on p. 1 that the government believes this
to be the overriding issue. The questions presented should be
rephrased to eliminate this inconsistency.

B. Interest of the united States

Here there should be a forthright statement of support for
Federal affirmative action programs. The reference (p. 3) to
the government's "dispassionate" posture should be removed.

C. Facts and Lower Court Opinions

These sections should be rewritten--particularly to empha-
size the inconclusive nature of the record--if we decide to ask
the Court to remand the -caSl~ for fuller factual development.

D. Argument

The argument has three prongs:

l) as ;'>. 0('(lcral p r opo si t.iU11, r aCt.' may be taken .in t.o
ecco un+ to r eniedy prior r ac .ial discr i.m i na t; ion (p, 27);
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2) the University of California could have properly
concluded that an admissions program sensitive to race
was needed to address the effects of past bias against
minorities in the medical profession (p. 58); but

3) the program actually developed by the University
was not cons t i t.ut icnaL (p , 79)'.

As already noted, the third prong of the argument should
be reconsidered. Instead of a flat declaration of unlawfulness,
a remand to produce a better record might be appropriate. Even
with respect to the first two prongs, however, there are several
specific problems in addition to the more general ones previously
noted, including:

1. Pages 27-32 summarize the Supreme Court decisions per-
mitting consideration of race for the purpose of overcoming the
effects of discrimination. That section should make it clear--
perhaps at the bottom of p. 29--that' the. ultimate objective of
any minority sensitive remedy is to produce a situation of
complete racial neutrality.

2. Pages 32-48 are potentially damaging. The purpose of
this section is simply to argue that any resort to race should
be closely scrutinized by the courts, a position which should
be taken but which caB be stated in two pages. Instead the
brief makes the pyint so vociferously, and at such length, that
it appears to be opposed to affirmative action programs generally.

For example, the caption on p. 32 reads, "Racial
Classifications Favorable to Minority Groups are Presumptively
Unconstitutional." It wou Ld better read, "Rigid Classifications
Based on Race Should Be Carefully Scrutinized." At p. 37, the
brio:':arques that "anv resort" to race has potentially adverse----"' ~------- ..------- ---_. -----.-~-~----.---c012~!:..s1Je!lces=~"pos:L~i()n~l~_S:~.i~E]~~a~st_o cut aqa i nsr; any affir-
matiue action programs--as does the discus;;ion iltp. 39 to the
effe-ct that-tJlc;-miM.cTtv b(~nefi-(~::ia.riesof sud; proorarns-wTl:l"-
l}=l8"v-:,·tab fv- be -sT:-lqina t .i z~cr:--Si TIlt l<:li1Y unl-i.e1p ftiTJ:-s~th e sugge s-
tion-"on-l)"':-4Gtha-t:---c)llli"\:ihite"0.1 truists "--read "wishy washy
Li.be i aLs v+-wou Ld be .i.n t.crcst.ed in establishing af f irma t ive
acticn programs.

Generally, the tone of pages 32-48 CQuJ.d be perceived
as has tile to a f f .i rrnat .ivi: action. The see tiori should be revised
and shortened conslder3bly.
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3. Pages 48-58 purport to detail the ways in which race
may be used to overcome the effects of discrimination. This
is the most important section of the brief, the place where the
qove rnmen t should spell out the distinctions between goals and
quotas. Inde~d, much of the brief's best work is contained in
this section. Yet, as noted above, the argument is too narrow,
strongly implying that race may be considered only in the process
of evaluating paper credentials.

The brief also explicitly declines to cast the argument
in the familiar "goal v. quota II terminology. \\Thileit is true
that the terms have not heretofore been well defined, they con-
stitute the language in which the public will conduct the debate,
and better delineation is imperC)tive.

4. At page 58, the brief begins to apply its general
principles--which unfortunately have not been developed with
sufficient precision--to the University of California's program.
Pages 58-68 argue credibly that discrimination has hindered the
participation of minorities in the medical profession.

5. At page 68, however, the gears shift, and pages 68-72
(like 32-48) may not be perceived as supportive of affirmative

action. The purpose of this section is to analyze the Univer-
sity's "further justifications" for a special admissions program.
The analysis is unnecessary, however, since the brief has already
argued--correctly--at pp. 58-68 that prior discrimination against
minorities in the medical profession is sufficient to justify
affi.rmative action. These remarks at pp. 68-72--such as an
expression of doubt that "minority students will enrich the
classroom experience of white students" (p. 68)--should be
either eliminated or severely modified.

6. At pp. 79-86, the brief details the argument that,
despite the evidentiary deficiencies, the University's program
should be declared unconstitutional. We hDve already indicated
why we believe a remand on this issue should be seriously con-
sidere~. Moreover, the section inartfully suggests that too
many minorities may have beell admitted (pp. 81, 83), that Asians
should not have been included (p. 84), and that the program
should have been limited to blacks' (p. 85).

It is true that the purpose of affirmative action
proq rams is to r-emedy discrimination. If it is clear that
d.i.scc i.mi.nat.i.onaqai nst Asians in the medical profession has
largl~ly been rcdressed--and the evidence suggests that it may
ha vc ))0(''"'.-- t.h on it n.}'.: be avpropl' ia tr to mod i fy the proq ra111

to co nccntr aU: on LJ acks and Ili.span i.cs . Th'2 phrasing of any
such SlF;(}l'~~Lion mcs t: l:,,:~ do Li cct.o , and the idea t.h a t; an <11: firma-
ti ve a cti on p roc r.uu should bc: 1 imi t.cd b) bli.1Ck s •.i Lono i ~> both
lega: 11' and poll t icaLl y 'unsound, p.rr t icul.ar Ly in tho Il.i span ic
community.
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COlJCLUSION

In order to present this Administration's position, the brief
should:

1) strongly endorse affirmative action; r-ar-2) clearly differentiate affirmative action from
quotas; and

3) request that the Supreme Court remand the case to
gather the facts necessary to determine whether the
University of California's program actually operates
as a rigid quota.

7
-

'.



THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

September 6, 1977 c~
MEMORANDUM FOR HAMILTON JORDA(;:h
FROM: STU EIZENSTAT ~l~
SUBJECT: The Bakke Case

This is going to be a very tough issue. While I think
that legally the Justice Department position against
the University is correct, I have become convinced from
telephone calls from blacks and liberals that they will
treat our position as a retreat from all affirmative
action programs.

This dilemma is the reason I have recommended the case
be remanded, which means the Administration would not
have to take a formal position against or for Bakke.
Rather, we could limit our position to a general discussion
of affirmative action (which we support) and quotas (which
we oppose).

I would like to speak with you about the case at your
convenience.



---THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

September la, 1977

Stu Eizenstat
The attached was returned in
the President's outbox. It is
forwarded to you for appropriate
handling.

Rick Hutcheson
cc: Hamilton Jordan

Bunny Mitchell
Frank Moore

RE: LETTER FROM BLACK CAUCUS
ON BAKKE
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September 9, 1977

The President
The White House
Washington, D.C. 20500

Dear.Mr. President:

Reports indicate that the government will file an amicus curiae
brief in support of Allan Bakke in the case of The University
of California v. Allan Bakke. We understand that that brief
takes the position that the University of California acted in
an unconstitutional and discriminatory manner in its establish-
ment of a special admissions program to benefit "economically,
and socially disadvantaged" applicants to its medical school.
We strongly oppose this position apparently taken by the govern-
ment. This position is not only contrary to the relevant civil
rights law, but will also have the effect of irretrievably un-
dermining the affirmative action programs of public and private
Entities.

We urge the Administration to reconsider and reverse its reported
decision to support Allan Bakke's position in this case. As in-
dicated in the memorandum left with you at our meeting on Wednes-
dc.y,we believe that future generations would come to regard a
government brief supporting Bakke's position in the way the
nation would now view a government brief in support of segregation
in Brown v. The Board of Education. A government brief opposing
affirmative action programs would be a statement to the black
community indicating the government's reversal of its commitment
to civil rights in this country.

In April, the Congressional Black Caucus wrot;e to the Attorney
General asking for an amicus brief in support of the University
of California's position in this case. Six months ago, when
the Supreme Court decided to grant certiorari in the Bakke case,
a delegation of concerned minority citizens asked the Justice
Department to intervene on behalf of the University. It was
their feeling that the real parties at interest -- minority
Americans who st and to lose most from a policy of retrenchment
-- had never been adequately represented in the litigation.
Now, without the opportunity for those groups and for the Caucus
to review and question the arguments in this reported brief, the
Justice Department is apparently ready. to inunediately file a
brief against our interests.



We ask that such filing be delayed to allow for further dis-
cussions with appropriate officials on this vital matter. It
is imperative that the government file with the Supreme Court
a strong and persuasive brief in support of the University of
California's position in the Bakke case, particularly since the
Federal government brief could be the deciding factor in arguments
before the Supreme Court.

Sincerely,

, ~/~~NGRESSIONAL BLACK CAUCUS
~~or:j~ An.

~ Yvonne B. Burke I Shirley Ch~holm
//~I //J .

V/k../--{/&~

?~OO~~ =
ellums

Walter Fauntroy

tf«~;;-/lat1/~~./
A~ustus Hawkins

-/!/J1j AI ~J~ ....,
Barbara JOrdar - ~~. ~/~~Ralph Metcalfe

~~. -?;'t~~/.M ~~ -rt. C -rz--;

~

R~bert N6;'C'Ni~~
, ~~~

~~. ~" ..

OUl.S Stokes



THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

September la, 1977

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT AND VICE PRESIDENT

FROM: Stu Eizenstat S-Iv..
Bob Lipshutz rB1'~'-----
Revised Bakke £.fiefRE :

We have reviewed Justice's revised brief in the Bakke case,
which we received last evening. The brief was written prior
to the meeting yesterday which established certain principles
for handling this case and so does not incorporate these
principles.

For the most part the revised brief is the same document
which Justice submitted last week, with two important changes.
First, there is a new introductory section to the argument
which concedes the evidentiary difficulties and says that
"too much is unknown about the Medical School's program to
allow a confident assessment of its constitutionality" (po
20). Second, the conclusion is not yet written, and Justice
says it is considering four different positions to take on
the constitutionality of the University's program, including
two wh i.chwould permit us to avoid passing on the question
(seep. 86).

As rewritten, even with the-changes mentioned, the brief
still poses major problems:

1. Constitutionality of the University's Program.
Although the revised brief, as noted, appears more flexible
on this question, apparently Justice is still inclined to
"evaluate the Medical School's program as the evidence and
record show that it has been applied to respondent" (p. 21),
although the brief notes that as indicated above, "too much
is unknown about the Medical School's program to allow a
confident assessment of its constitutionality". Given both
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the uncertain nature of the evidence and the political
realities, we continue strongly to believe that we should
avoid taking a position on any aspect of the constitutionality
of the University's program. By insisting on taking a
position on its constitutionality, the Justice brief gets
itself -- and the Administration -- in trouble.

2. The Proper Legal Standard. The brief argues in
various places that all racial classifications -- including
all affirmative action programs -- should be subject to
"strict scrutiny" or "the most exacting scrutiny" (p. 25) or
"special justification" (p. 32) or "searching scrutiny" (p.
35) or "grave suspicion" (p. 37). Yet nowhere does the
brief elaborate with any precision how any racial classifi-
cation can successfully survive such examination. Indeed, if
such a rigid standard and burden of proof are created, then
even clearly constitutional affirmative action programs
would be difficult to justify.

The argument to date has been between those who say that all
racial classifications must be strictly scrutinized, and
hence are presumptively unconstitutional (Justice), and
those who argue that classifications favorable to minorities
should be judged on a lenient, rational basis (HEW). We
believe that the two approaches can be reconciled in a
manner which would protect most reasonable affirmative
action programs, with an argument similar to the following:

1) any racial classification should be closely
evaluated;

2) if an affirmative action program is challenged,
the institution defending the program must do more than
state in conclusory fashion-that the program is intended to
assist the victims of discrimination; rather the institution
has the burden of going forward (not the ultimate burden of
proof) and must demonstrate that, in fact, such assistance
is necessary and that some resort to minority status is an
essential element of the remedi~l program (in the present
case the University could easily make such a showing for
blacks and chicanos -- but probably not for Asians);

3) once the institution has shown that it has a
legitimate purpose in using minority status -- and remedying
the effects of discrimination (by either itself or society
at large) is probably the only legitimate purpose -- it has
discharged its evidentiary obligation;
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4) the burden of going forward would then shift to
those attacking the program to show that it was designed so
that race was the sole factor considered and that other
important values -~g., qualifications -- were ignored. If
the plaintiff could make such a showing -- which would
amount to proving that a rigid quota was used -- then the
program could not be sustained.

We believe that an intermediate standard along these lines
makes both legal and practical sense. It recognizes that
resort to race should not be treated lightly, but it does
not give the proponent of an affirmative action program an
impossible burden (as may be the case if the standard is
strict scrutiny).

3. Support for Affirmative Action. The brief still
contains no forthright, consistent advocacy of· affirmative
action programs. It is still internally contradictory on
this point, sometimes supportive, sometimes opposed.· ·For
example, at p. 53A the brief states that "race is relevant
to making admissions decisions," while earlier at p. 41 it
argc.es that "the overriding principle here is that race is
deemed irrelevant to informed decisionrnaking·." These shifts
of position occur throughout the brief. It is not a coherent
whole.

4. References to Race and to Race or Color Consciousness.
While some changes have been made to use "minority status"
for "race" and "minority sensitive" for "race" or "color
conscious," as we earlier suggested, those provocative terms
are still interspersed throughout the brief.

CONCLUSION

The basic points made above are similar to the general
principles agreed upon yesterday. In order to incorporate
these into the brief, we believe that it must be substantially
restructured and rewritten. Further editing will not suffice.

We attach a proposed statement of the position of the u.S.
developed by Wade McCree. You will note it largely tracks
the statement we developed yesterday after the meeting with
the Vice President and the Attorney General.

SUBSTANTIAL REWRITING IS REQUIRED. WE BELIEVE THAT IT IS
MUCH PREFERABLE TO TAKE THE ADDITIONAL DAY OR TWO NECESSARY
TO FILE AN ADEQUATE BRIEF, THAN TO FILE SOMETHING INADEQUATE
ON MO~DAY.



Position of the United States As Outlined in the

Proposed Bakke Brief Prepared by the Solicitor General

1) The u.S. strongly supports, encourages and
promotes affirmative action programs to help bring
disadvantaged minorities into the mainstream of American
life in jobs, educational institutions and all walks of
life. The court is urged to reverse the sweeping and
erroneous interpretation of the equal protection laws by
the California State Supreme Court that race may not be
considered in affirmative action programs.

2) The u.s. believes that rigid, inflexible racial
quotas -- which have the effect of barring people who may
have disadvantages similar to those of racial minorities
from participation in certain programs solely because
of their race -- does not pass constitutional muster.

3) The u.S. is convinced from a review of the
sparse record that the Bakke case may be an inadequate vehicle
for determining the limits of affirmative action as posed
in the administration of the special admissions program
of the University of California.

4) In the event the court does not dismiss the
writ as having been improvidently granted because of the
inadequacy of the record, or remand for additional fact-
finding, profound constitutional questions will be posed
that vitally involve the interest of the United States.
Because of the overriding importance of these questions
the United States feels compelled to set out its position
favoring vigorous affirmative action and opposing rigid
quotas. The disposition of Bakke's individual
claim because of the peculiar facts presented by this sparse
record, and the failure of the University to contest his
claim adequately, affects no interest of the United States.
As amicus, therefore, we propose to make no suggestion to
the court as to ultimate disposition.
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ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL
THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

September 16, 1977
Stu Eizenstat

The attached was returned in
the President's outbox. It is
forwarded to you for appropriate
handling.

Rick Hutcheson
cc: The Vice President

Hamilton JordanBob Ll.PShutz
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TirE PRESIDnJT HAS SEEN,

THE WHITE HOUSE

September 16, 1977

MEMORANDUM FOR: THE
THE

PRESIDENT
VICE PRESIDE~

LIPSHUTZ ~:s:.J.
EIZENSTAT I\A..

FROM: BOB
STU

SUBJECT: "Last Draft" of Bakke Brief

The Solicitor General and the Assistant Attorney General for
Civil Rights and their staffs have obviously worked very hard
on the brief and have produced a fine product. It is a
substantial improvement over previous drafts and takes the
generally positive thrust toward affirmative action that the
Administration should take. We would only raise the following
point:

The major problem with the brief -- and one that is easily
rectified -- is that the brief nowhere states as a matter
of policy the second of the four points in the agreed-upon
statement of principies which the President approved -- namely
that, in the words of the Solicitor General's statement, "rigid,
inflexible racial quotas -- which have the effect of barring
people who may have disadvantages similar to those of racial
minorities from participation in certain programs solely
because of their race -- do not pass constitutional muster."
There are several places in the brief where a simple, affir~ative
paragraph to this effect could easily be placed, for example
on Page 42 or at the end of Page 57.

Such a simple statement is important to give the brief balance
and to reaffirm the position the President has always taken.
There simply is no direct statement in the brief that we
oppose rigid_apd inflexible guotas based solely on race. In
this regard We think that the following sentence on Page 22 should
be stricken: "Such a design often will require categorical use
of race rather than case by case determinations." The paragraph
is sufficiently strong without this sentence and the term
"categorical use of race" is unclear and the type of language
which might be used out of context.

There are a f ew other technical matters thatwe will raise
independently with Judge Bell.

cc: The Attorney General
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WASHINGTON
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MEMORANDUM FOR: THE
THE

PRESIDENT
VICE PRE~ID NT
LIPSHUTZ ~
EIZENS'l'AT ~

FROM: BOB
STU

SUBJECT: "Last Draft" of Bakke Brief

There is one additional point which we did not want to
mention in the attached memo, which may be circulated to
the Justice Department.

The Justice Department brief calls for reversing the
California Supreme Court's decision on the law, because
the California Court erroneously ruled that minority status
cannot be used as a criterion for affirmative action.

As to Bakke himself, the brief recommends that the California
judgment (admitting Bakke to medical school) be vacated and
that the case be remanded, to build an adequate factual
record and apply. a correct legal standard.

The fourth of the Solicitor Ge~eral's principles suggested
an additional alternative --we had also mentioned -- that
the Supreme Court vacate its writ of certiorari as
improvidently granted. This would mean that the Court simply
would not review the case because of the inadequate factual
record. It would have the effect of leaving the California
judgment in force and thus admitting Bakke -- something you
indicated you would like to do, if possible. However, this
would mean that the legal standard set out by the California
Supreme Court outlawing affirmative action would continue to
apply in the State of California and might well be cited as
a precedent in other states and conceivably for federal programs
as well. In view of this, we believe the Justice Department
decision to drop this approach was justified.

What the Justice Department brief now suggests is that
Bakke's own situation be reviewed and resolved again by the
California Courts using a different legal standard and a better
factual record. The federal government would take no position -/
as to whether Bakke should in fact be admitted. We think this ~
is appropriate.
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In our view, the facts do not show whether a rigid. quota
was or was not involved. Although the Davis Medical School's
Special Admissions Committee does appear to have recommended
only minority applicants, these recommendations were reviewed
by the regular Admissions Committee -- and it is unclear whether
the regular committee did this on a competitive basis with
other applicants.
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TO: PRESIDENT CARTER
HAMILTON JORDANW~
BAKKE CASE

i
1..-
'1'FROM:

i~·

RE:

.... •
I would like to share with you my serious concern
about the manner in which we are handling our respon-
sibilities in the Bakke case. If you knew and were aware
of the approach that is being taken on your behalf, I
don't think that you would be either happy or satisfied.

~~~ .. The Bakke case represents an opportunity for the
U. s. Government to make a major policy statement on

;;!I~lihBt~~
t!!.l~~~:

-~~:'~;~::l)i~:';'
,.',;

this particular case and the key issues involved.
As non-lawyers I don't think you or I really understand

; ," - ": ," ' ", '. :-- ,.' iIi'~'

the implications of that involvement nor the options

'>,

available to you. A lot of well-intentioned people
1

here and at the Justice Department assume you and I
know a hel~ of a lot more about this than we do. For
that reason, I would like to make some observations as
a result of discussions with Stu, Judge Bell, Bob Lipshutz

ElECTROSTAT!C RErRCOUGTtm'~ MA;)E FCif
PRESE~\VAT!OI\l PimF05EG
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and the Vice-President.

These dis8ussions have raised several questions- which

should be accressed.

1. Does the Bakke case present the larger issues at

stake - which we are being called on to comment - in

a clearcut manner? Judge Bell, the Vice-President, stu

and Bob Lipshutz say definitely not. Everyone who is

familiar with this case whose political and legal advice

you value say that the issues in this case are muddle~

and confused. Consequently, it would seem to be a very

poor case for us to use as the vehicle for the expression

of =~r own views on this very emotional and complex issue.

2. If it is generally agreed that it is a poor case

in which to ask the Court to make a major legal decision

with far-reaching consequences, it would seem that the

stre::gth of our own statement and arguments \vould be

diminished and undermined by the poor vehicle that we

have chosen. We should seek some mechanism for the
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statement of our views that w.i LL have the maximum positive
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we should realize that they are going to pay little att- l..~
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legal resul~. The "Bakke case" may be a well known

case, but it coes not represent the best opportunity

for us to stcte the political philosophy of this Admin-
. '..l.stratl.on.

'3. Because the Bakke case has taken on tremendous sYm-

bolic significance to the minorities of this country,

entio~ to our eloquent language and focus almost exclusive-

ly on which side •...;esupport in our brief. Neither you'

~-.

and the nedia that, "Carter has ruled against the blacks

and Hispanics of the country". Judge Bell - who I love

and respect - takes comfort in the fact that the original

decision was written by two blacks will make our official

their own commun Lty.
r~•••~?
':~~
~.~

nor : ~ave been able to understand the legalisrns in

this case - how can we expect illiterate and disadvantaged

peop:e to understar.d when they are told by their leaders

involvement on behalf of Bakke more palatable. It w i.Ll,

not and will only tend to discredit Days and McCree in

~~~~gi\(~~~M;rf~~.!I!t.~·~~~,Jili'':d.""J!tl~i&l§.M'''''''~~~;
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involved. It
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4. As we are presently headed, we are going to suffer·

the worst of both \vorlds. \ve are going to be held pol-

itically responsible for our involvement in a br~ef that

we have had little or no involvement in. Despite your

instructions that Stu and Bob "jump into the draftinC]",

the people at Justice pave not allowed them to participate.

This has created something of an institutional problem

which we can solve with Judge Bell. He is probably not

even awa re of it himself, but his people don't want us

As e:=~ted leader of the American people and chief

exec~tive of the Executive Branch of the federal govern-

ment; you not only have a right but a duty to be heard

as our involvement in this brief will represent the artic-

ulation of your political philosophy on this matter to

the court and the American people.

Summary

I wou Ld strongly recommend that we take a fresh look
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in this case?
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at this whole situation .and answer several questions.

1) What are the options available to you for involvement

2) Are there other mechanisms for the statement of your

political philosophy on this matter?
.'t:

3) If we are involved ~n the Bakke case as a statement~

of your political philosophy on this matter, what is

the proper role for the White House (i.e. Stu, Bob, .and
f.

t

I
I
I
1
i

ot2ers) in the drafting of the brief?

f.lyc-",-=. ::on-legal view is that this is a bad case and a

bad t~e for us to become involved. I don't see why we

could not state in our brief that this is a poor case

for us to use as the basis for our philosophical judgement

on the question of affirmative action and quotas. Conse-

quently, we make no judgment in our brief but simply

outline our philosophy without officially supporting

either the position of Bakke or the school.

h21~-t~~~~· ,:~~-~~~~1LI~: .•~"iJ~~-/.j~~~~~:~}1f,f)Bit~~2~~~~4;;~:lr71~~!~tf~~~.~~~='



Another option might be a statement to the Court or to

the American people that while we are anxious to express

ourselves on the subject matter, we will look for another

case o~,better mechanism that more clearly reflects the

real issues involved.
r
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